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SoftAmbulance Free Eraser is a secure cleaning application specialized in wiping out files from your computer permanently.
This tool is suitable especially when you want to delete sensitive information without having to worry that it may be restored
using third-party recovery programs. Wizard-like approach The utility makes use of a wizard-like assistant for helping you set
up deletion tasks. You only need to follow the built-in steps in order to configure the process. File deletion capabilities
SoftAmbulance Free Eraser lets you build up a list with the items that you want to get rid of. Files can be added in the working
environment using only the built-in browse button (the drag-and-drop support is not implemented). The tool reveals a few details
about each file, like name, size, type, and date, and allows you to remove the selected items or clear the entire working
environment with a single click. It offers support for batch actions, which means you can process multiple files at the same time.
Tests have shown that SoftAmbulance Free Eraser carries out a deletion task quickly. It is not a resource hog so you do not have
to worry that it burdens the overall performance of the computer. On the downside, the application is not able to delete folders
and remove filenames from the file system. You are not allowed to choose between different secure cleaning algorithms (e.g.
Gutmann, DoD 5220.22-M), wipe free space on the disk, and integrate the utility in the context menu for quick deletion jobs.
Bottom line The final verdict is that SoftAmbulance Free Eraser delivers basic secure cleaning capabilities. If you compare it to
other similar apps (e.g. CCleaner, Moo0 File Shredder) that deal with permanent file deletions, you get to the conclusion that it
is surpassed and needs feature enhancements to compete with the best tools on the market. SoftAmbulance Free Eraser is
freeware download [ad] [ad2] at Download.hr Complete the box below and click "Add to Cart" to purchase SoftAmbulance
Free Eraser. Since you are helping us to maintain services, product quality and business sustainability, we will appreciate it
greatly if you opt to make a donation. Every little bit counts and we appreciate your support as we go forward. SoftAmbulance
Free Eraser is a secure cleaning application specialized in wiping out files from your
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If the unwanted programs or files which affect your system doesn't remove your problems from your operating system, then you
may use SoftAmbulance Free Eraser to eliminate them with a few clicks. This is a free PC cleaner which guarantees removal of
programs, files, and registry entries of recent system changes. SoftAmbulance is packed with smart tools to remove problems
and keep your system clean. If you are worried about your privacy and safety of your personal information when you use the
web, this program will make sure to scan your computer and your personal information for any suspicious elements. This utility
integrates into Windows environment and makes your computer clean in a few clicks. In addition to that, this program can track
and remove pop-up messages. You can erase temporary files, process archives, and cookies. SoftAmbulance Free Eraser
Features: Delete and clean multiple programs, files, and registry entries at once. Easy-to-use wizard-like interface. It lets you
clear or remove all traces of recent activities. Its integration into Windows environment and application tray. It allows to
hide/show items and add new on the fly. Trial version is also available for testing the application. SoftAmbulance Free Eraser
Download SoftAmbulance Free Eraser Free Download Latest Version 2020 SoftAmbulance Free Eraser is a cleaning utility that
has been specially designed to help you remove junk files, cookies, and temporary items from your computer. It features a
simple wizard-like interface to streamline the process of cleaning your PC. The application lets you delete multiple documents,
scan and clear cookies, clean temporary files, reset and remove programs, and check all of your system settings. SoftAmbulance
comes packed with 10 different advanced algorithms to clean junk, unwanted cookies and temporary files from your computer.
You can also use the tool to eliminate browser history, back up and restore your files. The program requires no separate
registration to clean unwanted items from your system. Once SoftAmbulance is installed on your Windows PC, it will start
working in the background and you only need to remove the installed files and proceed with the cleaning process.
SoftAmbulance Free Eraser Support languages: English French German Spanish SoftAmbulance Free Eraser Installation
Guidance: Download and Save SoftAmbulance Free Eraser File to the Desktop. Extract the downloaded archive 09e8f5149f
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Wipe Away Your Files! Best security solution for your valuable information and documents that can permanently secure your
documents. Make sure your files and documents are not available for other people to access and/or repair by securely deleting
them with SoftAmbulance. Deleted files will not be restored even though you might think you deleted them! You are the only
person who can recover your deleted files, you are the only person who know what files you are about to delete or have deleted.
Enjoy the security of the file shredding feature. Help protect your valuable information with the file shredder and the remote
file shredder that you can connect to remotely. Wipe away all files including your documents, pictures, music, and videos, with
one click. In case of computer crash, portable device loss and such, your confidential data can be safe! Never delete important
files by mistake again. How to use SoftAmbulance? SoftAmbulance is simple to use and users only need to follow these easy
steps. Step 1: Select a method of file deletion Select one of the file deletion methods. "Delete Quickly" - This method does not
require user to specify the window and click on a confirmation button. "Delete Files" - This method allows users to confirm
deletion through visual confirmation. Step 2: Select a file to delete Select a file to be deleted in the list. Step 3: Confirm deletion
Select "Delete" if you confirm the deletion. Note: "Enter" means you have already selected a file to delete and selected "Delete
Quickly" in Step 1, and you only want to confirm deletion again. If you want to cancel the deletion, select "Cancel". Step 4:
Confirm deletion Confirm the deletion. If you select "Delete Files", you have confirmed deletion. If you select "Delete
Quickly", the selected file will be deleted immediately. Wipe Away Your Files! * The serial number is unique for each license.
* The serial number must be entered and saved when you use the software for the first time. SoftAmbulance Free Eraser is a
secure cleaning application specialized in wiping out files from your computer permanently. This tool is suitable especially when
you want to delete sensitive information without having to worry that it may be restored using third-party recovery programs.
Wizard-like approach The utility makes use of a wizard-like assistant for

What's New In SoftAmbulance Free Eraser?

Encrypt Notes - Crack and Serial Number With All Features. Encrypt Notes - is an advanced encryption software developed for
Windows operating system. Encrypt Notes - will help you keep important information secure and free from exposure of
unauthorized parties. Encrypt Notes - can encrypt and decrypt files, folders, and drives. Encrypt Notes - allows you to choose a
key of 128 or 256 bits. Encrypt Notes - also enables you to use 128 or 256 bit Rijndael, AES, Triple DES, Twofish, RSA,
Arcfour, CAST5 and Blowfish encryption algorithms. Encrypt Notes - is a user-friendly and easy to use program. Encrypt Notes
- encrypts your important files in an easy way, and use the encryption with 128- or 256-bit key. Encrypt Notes - comes with
intuitive password manager and help you secure all your passwords. Encrypt Notes - includes powerful anti-malware and anti-
virus engines that work against spyware, adware, Trojan and Worm and prevent potential attack on your computer. Encrypt
Notes - also protects your sensitive data against online attacks and lets you safe your online transactions. Encrypt Notes -
combines the functions of a password manager and a portable data encryption software, all these features in a single easy-to-use
and user-friendly product, Encrypt Notes - available in free and registered version. Encrypt Notes - is a new type of backup
solution. Encrypt Notes - keeps your data safe. Encrypt Notes - support all popular file formats and even integrates multiple
documents into a single file. Encrypt Notes - is easy to use and can be operated from Explorer in Windows XP/Vista or
Windows 7. It can be used from the menu item Encrypt Notes - > Backup. Encrypt Notes - will encrypt the data on your PC,
whether you are using Vipre Internet Security 6.0.5 Crack is an antivirus which gives you an excellent protection from all the
harmful software and website viruses. It also protects you from all the malicious and malware-infected phishing websites and
viruses. This tool is a lightweight and fast antivirus which requires a least of your system resources and can be used with any
operating system. If you want to recover your Windows system by any means, then this is the best solution for you. You can
scan your computer for the application usage or see the license usage. Besides, you can also download the cracked latest version
from the given link. Vipre Internet Security Features
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (32-bit or 64-bit) Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo or AMD Athlon™ XP/AMD
Phenom™ X3/Intel® Core™ i3 or higher Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX® 9.0c compatible DirectX: Version 9.0c
Hard Drive: 200 MB available space Sound Card: DirectX® compatible sound card Additional Notes: The
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